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Abstract— Textual information in the world can be broadly
classified into two main categories, facts and opinions. Facts
are objective statements about entities and events in the
world. Opinions are subjective statements that reflect
people‟s sentiments or perceptions about the entities and
events. Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining)
refers to the use of NLP, text analysis and computational
linguistics to identify and extract subjective information in
source materials. This information is unstructured, however,
and because it‟s produced for human consumption, it‟s not
something that‟s machine process able. The opinions of
users are helpful for the public and for stakeholders when
making certain decisions. Opinion mining is a way to
retrieve information through search engines, Web blogs and
social networks. Because of the huge number of reviews in
the form of unstructured text, it is impossible to summarize
the information manually. Although commonly used
interchangeably to denote the same field of study, opinion
mining and sentiment analysis actually focus on polarity
detection and emotion recognition, respectively Research in
opinion mining mostly carried out in English language but it
is very important to perform the opinion mining in Hindi
language also as large amount of information in Hindi is
also available on the Web.
Key words: Opinion Mining, Sentiment Analysis, Reviews,
Hindi Language WordNet
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the interest in Opinion Mining (OM) has grown
significantly due to different factors. On the one hand, the
rapid evolution of the World Wide Web has changed our
view of the Internet. It has turned into a collaborative
framework where technological and social trends come
together, resulting in the over exploited term Web 2.0. On
the other hand, the tremendous use of e-commerce services
has been accompanied by an increase in freely available
online reviews and opinions about products and services. A
customer who wants to buy a product usually searches
information on the Internet trying to find other consumer
analyses. In fact, web sites such as Amazon[10],
Epinions[11] or IMDb[12], can affect the customer decision.
ore over, the automatic Sentiment Analysis (SA) is useful
not only for individual customer but also for any company
or institution. However, the huge amount of information
makes necessary to accomplish new methods and strategies
to tackle the problem. Thus, SA is becoming one of the main
research areas that combines Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Text Mining (TM)[13]. This new discipline
attempts to identify and analyze opinions and emotions. It
includes several subtasks such as subjectivity detection,
polarity classification, review summarization,humor
detection, emotion classification, sentiment transfer, and so
on [14]. However, most of works related to OM are oriented
to use English language. Perhaps due to the novelty of the
task, there are very few papers analyzing the opinions using

other languages different to English. In this paper, we
present the experiments accomplished with an Opinion
Corpus for all Langauge collected from different web pages
with comments about movies. In addition, we have used
automatic machine translation tools to translate all Language
corpus into Hindi. We have generated different classifiers
using Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes in order to
determinate the polarity of the opinions. accomplished
experiments are showed and results are analyzed. Finally,
conclusion and future work is presented.
II. RELATED WORK
With the population of blogs and social networks, opinion
mining and sentiment analysis became a field of interest for
many researches. A very broad overview of the existing
work was presented in (Pang and Lee, 2008). In their
survey, the authors describe existing techniques and
approaches for an opinion-oriented information retrieval.
However, not many researches in opinion mining considered
blogs and even much less addressed micro blogging. In
(Yang et al., 2007), the authors use web-blogs to construct a
corpora for sentiment analysis and use emotion icons
assigned to blog posts as indicators of users‟ mood. The
authors applied SVM and CRF learners to classify
sentiments at the sentence level and then investigated
several strategies to determine the overall sentiment of the
document. As the result, the winning strategy is defined by
considering the sentiment of the last sentence of the
document as the sentiment at the document level. J. Read in
(Read, 2005) used emoticons such as “:-)” and “:- (” to form
a training set for the sentiment classification. For this
purpose, the author collected texts containing emoticons
from Usenet newsgroups. The dataset was divided into
“positive” (texts with happy emoticons) and “negative”
(texts with sad or angry emoticons) samples. Emoticon
strained classifiers: SVM and Naive Bayes, were able to
obtain up to 70% of an accuracy on the test set. In (Go et al.,
2009), authors used Twitter to collect training data and then
to perform a sentiment search. The approach is similar to
(Read, 2005). The authors construct corpora by using
emoticons to obtain “positive” and “negative”
Samples, and then use various classifiers. The best
result was obtained by the Naive Bayes classifier with a
mutual information measure for feature selection. The
authors were able to obtain up to 81% of accuracy on their
test set. However, the method showed a bad performance
with three classes (“negative”, “positive” and “neutral”).
III. PARSING PROCESS
„Parsing‟ is the term used to describe the process of
automatically building syntactic analyses of a sentence in
terms of a given grammar and lexicon. The resulting
syntactic analyses may be used as input to a process of
semantic interpretation, (or perhaps phonological
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interpretation, where aspects of this, like prosody, are
sensitive to syntactic structure). Occasionally, „parsing‟ is
also used to include both syntactic and semantic analysis.
There are many different possible linguistic formalisms, and
many ways of representing each of them, and hence many
different ways of representing the results of parsing. We
shall assume here a simple tree representation, and an
underlying context-free grammatical (CFG) formalism.
However, all of the algorithms described here can usually be
used for more powerful unification based formalisms,
provided these retain a context-free „backbone‟, although in
these cases their complexity and termination properties may
be different.
IV. NAÏVE BAYES‟ THEOREM
Suppose we have estimated prior probabilities for events we
are concerned with, and then obtain new information. We
would like to a sound method to computed revised or
posterior probabilities. Bayes‟ theorem gives us a way to do
this

Fig. 1:
V. FLOW CHART

comments by the customers. The translator is use to
translating the blog and comments at Hindi language. Than
the opinion tool is check the positive, negative and null
comments but the opinion tool is ignore the null comments.
The null comments do not matter of comments so null
comments are ignore. Than blog and comments are solving
the opinion tool and declare output for positive and negative
comments in Hindi.
VI. PROPOSED SOLUTION
For the experiments, we have used the Rapid Miner[15]
software with its text mining plug-in which contains
different tools designed to assist in the preparation of text
documents for mining tasks (tokenization, stop word
removal and stemming, among others). Rapid Miner is an
environment for machine learning and data mining
processes. We have applied two of the most used classifiers:
Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Naïve Bayes
(NB). SVM [16] is based on the structural risk
minimization principle from the computational learning
theory, and seek a decision surface to separate the training
data points into two classes and makes decisions based on
the support vectors that are selected as the only effective
elements in the training set. On the other hand, NB
algorithm [17] is based on the Bayes theorem. Due to its
complex calculation, the algorithm has to make two main
assumptions: first, it considers the Bayes denominator
invariant, and second, it assumes that the input variables are
conditional independence. In our experiments, the 10-fold
cross-validation has been used in order to evaluate the
classifier. This evaluation has been carried out on three main
measures: precision (P), recall (R) and F1 measure [18].
Moreover, for each machine learning algorithm, we have
analyzed how the use of stemmer affects the experiments.
TF•IDF has been used as weighting scheme. We have also
accomplished several experiments using different n-grams
models. However, the obtained results with bi-grams and
trigrams were very similar to unigrams. For this reason we
have only shown the best results obtained with unigrams.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented an all language corpus for
opinion mining along with its Hindi translation. All
language corpora are freely available for the research
community7. The Translator corpus is composed of all
language reviews obtained from web pages related to
movies and films. Then, we have generated the all language
corpus, which is the Hindi translation of the using an
automatic machine translation tool. Both corpora include a
total of 500 reviews, 250 positives and 250 negatives. In
addition, we have accomplished several experiments over
the corpora using two different machine learning algorithms
(SVM and Naïve Bayes) and applying a stemming process.
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